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ENTERPRISE  BEST PRACTICES

| BY JACK CLARK |

Elon Musk, Peter Thiel and other technology 
entrepreneurs are betting that talented re-
searchers, provided with enough freedom 

and money, can develop artificial intelligence 
systems as advanced as those being built by 
the sprawling teams at Google, Facebook and 
Microsoft. Along the way, they would like to 
save humanity from oblivion.

Musk and Thiel are among the backers of 
OpenAI, a non-profit company introduced on 
Dec 11 that will research novel artificial intel-
ligence systems and share its findings. Musk, 
CEO of Tesla Motors and Space Exploration 
Technologies, and Sam Altman, president of 
the Y Combinator, will serve as co-chairmen. 
OpenAI has received financial backing from 
Musk, Thiel, co-founder of PayPal Holdings 
and Palantir Technologies, Reid Hoffman and 
others as well as companies including Amazon
Web Services and Infosys.

The group’s backers have committed “signi-
ficant” amounts of money to funding the pro-
ject, Musk said in an interview. “Think of it 
as at least a billion.”

In recent years, the field of artificial intelli-
gence has shifted from being an obscure, dead-
end backwater of computer science to one of 

the defining technologies of the time. Faster 
computers, the availability of large data sets 
and corporate sponsorship have developed the 
technology to a point where it powers Google’s
web search systems, helps Facebook understand 
pictures, lets Tesla’s cars drive themselves au-
tonomously on highways and allowed IBM to 
beat expert humans at the game show Jeopardy!

That development has caused as much trep-
idation as it has optimism. Late last year, Musk 
described the development of AI as being like 
“summoning the demon”. With OpenAI, Musk 
said the idea is: “If you’re going to summon 
anything, make sure it’s good.”

“The goal of OpenAI is really somewhat 
straightforward; it’s what set of actions can 
we take that increase the probability of the 
future being better,” Musk said. “We certain-
ly don’t want to have any negative surprises 
on this front.”

OpenAI’s chief technology officer is Greg 
Brockman, formerly chief technology officer 
of Stripe, a start-up valued in excess of US$1 
billion ($1.4 billion). Its research director is 
lauded AI researcher Ilya Sutskever, formerly 
with Google. At Google, his work included re-
search into the technology that became Smart 
Reply, the auto email-writing feature, as well 
as systems that can learn to write their own 

algorithms. This year, MIT Technology Review 
named him one of their 35 innovators under 35.

The organisation has attracted other tal-
ented researchers, whose past work ranges 
from developing robots that can learn to per-
form tasks based on human demonstrations, 
to software that can improve its own code to 
solve new problems.

The idea is that “real breakthroughs in re-
search are serendipitous”, Brockman said, so 
the best way to develop powerful AI systems 
is to take a group of accomplished people and 
give them the latitude to focus on solving nov-
el problems. A potential criticism is that the 
lack of a defined commercial motivation can 
make it difficult to home in on a precise area 
for research. 

“This collection of people is stunning,” 
says Pieter Abbeel, a professor at the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley and an adviser 
to the company.

The best measure of the organisation will 
be to see the reaction to its research and the 
ideas it fosters, Abbeel says. “I expect it’s go-
ing to be impressive and surprising.”

Other advisers to OpenAI include Yoshua 
Bengio, a founding figure of a powerful form 
of artificial intelligence called Deep Learn-
ing, and Alan Kay, a lauded American com-
puter scientist.

Wojciech Zaremba, one of OpenAI’s re-
searchers, says the group’s openness can help 
serve as a balance to the narrower interests of 
researchers at commercial ventures.

“Here, Elon is saying, in a philanthropic 
way, ‘I have money, I want to solve AI for the 
good of humanity.’” — Bloomberg LP
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DC predicts that, by end-2017, 60% of 
Asia-Pacific’s top 1,000 enterprises will 
have digital transformation as an integral 
part of their corporate strategy. Evidently, 
Asia is fast becoming the centre of digital 

innovation for the world — the region alone 
accounts for 48.4% of the 2.9 billion Internet 
users globally.

With the growing economic power of the East 
over the last decade, Asia-Pacific is quickly rolling 
into a new era of business, technology and com-
merce. Conventional business sentiments have 
been disrupted by the “digital-first” approach, 
introducing unforeseen challenges in the form 
of new investments, organisational structures, 
internal skills, change management, as well as 
roles and responsibilities within companies.

Digital transformation has intensified the 
mandate for businesses in Asia Pacific to rise 
to these challenges and transform them into 
opportunities, with digital participation being 
at the heart of this.

From analogue to digital leadership
Organisations need strong digital leadership to 
helm the growth agenda, and one way to go about 
doing this is to inject “digital thinking” into an 
organisation’s core. In fact, this should even ex-
tend to the social media presence of its leaders.

Yet, a recent survey conducted by Cognizant 
showed that the majority of business leaders in 
the region lack a digital presence, 40% are not 
on professional networking platform LinkedIn 
and 70% have yet to open a Twitter account.

As appalling as it may seem in this digital 
age, this attitude is what can be termed as a 
“lack-of-time syndrome” — business leaders 
feel that time should be used to fulfil more stra-

tegic tasks at hand. What they do not recog-
nise is that the failure to leverage and expand 
their digital presence may affect the future of 
their own roles and businesses.

For a start, the key to understanding the digi-
tal consumer’s state of mind and unlocking the 
true value of digital lies in personal participa-
tion in the digital realm. Leaders need to take 
their ideas and transform them with the power
of digital. This should be done not in the hope 
of becoming a digital expert, but part of lead-
ing a digital-first company by writing off old 
habits and paradigms.

Digital leadership not a part-time job
Organisations cannot truly think “outside the 
box” until a clear digital leadership mandate has 
been established. The same survey revealed that 
the charter to digitally transform the business 
currently resides with the chief information 
officer/CTO (89%) or chief marketing officer 
(72%) as an added responsibility.

This approach is fundamentally flawed, as ef-
fective digital transformation cannot be attained 
through a part-time responsibility. If CIOs, CTOs 
or CMOs are well equipped to lead the trans-
formation, they should relinquish their current 
roles; if not, the business should hire another 
person to undertake the role separately. More 
than two-thirds of the survey respondents al-
ready have or are about to establish a chief digi-
tal officer/digital head role in their organisation.

The rise of the CDO has been well-charted, 
and while CMOs and CIO/CTOs will be on the 
forefront of digital events, the CDO role will lead 
companywide digital transformation. CEOs, it 
appears, recognise the need to have a leader in 
place with an explicit mandate to drive digital 
transformation at a time when so much is at stake.

Apparently, the increasing CDO-related jobs 

in the market reiterate that companies are re-
alising the need for a dedicated role to lead 
transformation.

CDO’s responsibilities and challenges
In charting the ascent of the CDO in an organi-
sation’s digital transformation agenda, what is 
truly expected of a CDO must be clearly under-
stood. They are seen as leaders with the ability
to connect all stakeholders, break down organi-
sational silos, change the company’s culture, 
set up a digital office, and realign employee 
incentives, rewards and growth plans.

On top of that, they must also harness the 
capacity to address the challenges that com-
panies are facing or will face, as digital trans-
formation accelerates, such as:
• A lack of organisational structures, inter-

nal skills and partnerships in the planning 
and managing of digital transformation;

• A lack of digital expertise/skills or collabo-
ration across business units to develop new 
products/services related to digital transfor-
mation;

• A lack of vision or communication failure; 
presence of a change-resistant culture; a 
lack of urgency to build consensus within 
the organisation;

• Insufficient budget and lack of resources; 
lack of roles and responsibilities to connect 
digital investments to enterprise business 
goals;

• Ambiguous value from digital transforma-
tion efforts to drive tangible and measura-
ble results; and

• Tracking continuously changing customer 
behaviour to improve customer experience 
to achieve business goals.
Despite these challenges, developing fu-

ture-ready digital leaders is an attainable goal. 

One of Asia’s leading financial services groups, 
DBS, held a “megahackathon” initiative in 
Singa pore, where employees were encouraged 
to develop new applications (apps), processes 
and organisational prototypes jointly with rel-
evant start-ups to tackle business and societal 
challenges. This resulted in transformed dig-
ital mindsets of hundreds of business leaders 
within DBS, which the bank plans to impart 
to every employee before end-2016.

The road ahead
While every organisation will embark on a dif-
ferent journey towards digital transformation, 
consistent fundamental insights can be gained 
and applied from digital winners. 

Digital transformation should not be viewed 
as a “technology-fenced” development — in-
stead, companies should first streamline the 
business complexities associated with digital 
transformation before identifying and implant-
ing the technology needed to get there.

In their pursuit of digital transformation, 
leaders should examine additional steps re-
quired for a business future filled with both 
uncertainty and phenomenal opportunities.

Winners of the new digital world will chal-
lenge conventional thinking with regard to 
product innovation, customer engagement, 
organisational structure and strategy as well 
as business models.

All in all, as the digital revolution unfolds, 
CDOs/digital heads must be willing to make 
meaningful organisational transitions that align 
a strategic digital vision with bold precision in 
order to meet the greater ambitions of what it 
means to be truly digital.

Manish Bahl is the senior director at Cogni-
zant’s Centre for the Future of Work
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